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Summary

Traditional volume-based marketing aims at maximizing the number of offering exposures to

potential customers. This tends to neglect the great number of rejections involved in such

mass-marketing that can undermine the future market.

The paper discusses the alternative approach of emphasizing high-precision marketing where

sales can be increased with fewer rejections and greater long-term customer retention through

personalization of product development and market communication.

A Decision Style model is presented as a tool for adapting both what is offered and how it is

presented to the customers. It is essential that both the developed product and market

presentation are done so they accommodate the specific customer decision styles in order to

increase sales probabilities.

The Decision Style approach towards high-precision marketing is particularly suitable for

accommodating customer styles in the utility industry, given its varied industrial/commercial

and residential/household customers. We present some preliminary findings how individuals

differ in terms of electric power system preferences (such as how many new services they are

interested in and if they want to control the services themselves or let the power supplier do it

for them) depending on their Decision Styles.



Different Marketing Approaches and the Utility Industry

Traditional marketing has emphasized volume-based approaches for increasing sales. The

greater the number of product exposures, the more new customers can be won according to

this logic. By focusing on the quantitative size of markets and various marketing media

audiences (e.g., the number of television viewers, radio listeners, newspaper readers, and

internet visitors), the qualitative side of marketing has been relatively neglected. More

precisely, the precision with which all these exposures results in actual sales is harder to

understand and manage, and has therefore been less attended to.

The most common strategy for achieving higher precision is market segmentation. However,

these attempts have so far been mostly dividing the market into a few macro-segments based

on demography and/or life-styles. While this has generally resulted in only limited

improvements of marketing precision, more recent service research has gone to the other

extreme of “customer segments of one” by addressing the unique interpersonal character of

service encounters - the so-called “moment of truth.” In many mass-market industries, the

micro-segmentation of unique adjustments in interpersonal encounters is not economically

feasible. Thus, neither extreme macro- nor extreme micro-segmentation is likely to be able to

achieve high precision in mass-markets with diverse customers such as those for utilities

(Larsson & Sweet, 1996).

The volume-based marketing approaches have been driven by the “imperialist or frontier

mentality” of conquering ever-expanding new markets. Once western markets began to

stagnate, a number of additional weaknesses with these approaches have been exposed. The

winning of new customers has overshadowed the more valuable and less costly retention of

existing customers. Furthermore, “shot-gun” market communication has limited customer

interaction to one-way message sending.

Utilities have previously been prone to not even consider marketing, given their natural

monopolies with captive subscribers. As deregulation has begun, they may view marketing as a

true frontier land for them and resort to a volume-based marketing approach to at least their

household customers. The recent developments of relationship marketing and interactive media



technologies point towards the possibility for utilities to adopt a more high-precision marketing

approach.

This paper presents a Decision Style approach for utilities to achieve higher precision in their

marketing efforts. By looking at how customers differ in terms of how they process

information, it becomes possible to accommodate these stylistic differences effectively through

various more or less automated, interactive marketing systems. First, we discuss the rationale

for high-precision marketing by highlighting the dark side of volume-based marketing. Second,

two major dimensions of marketing precision are identified, namely what product is offered

and how it is offered, and their implications for product development and market

communication. Third, the Driver Dynamic Decision Style model is suggested for enhancing

industrial as well as household customer relationships by accommodating their individual

styles. Finally, some Decision Style findings of relevance for utility marketing are presented.

The Dark Side of Volume-Based Marketing

It is easier to manage sales from a volume-based point of view. “How many sales calls did you

make today? - You should do at least two more per day! How many potential customers will

read an advertisement in your newspaper? How many TV viewers would watch a commercial

on your channel? How many passers-by are likely to see your billboards? How many hits have

we had on our internet website today?” and so forth. The underlying logic is simply to increase

sales by finding cost-efficient ways of increasing the number of marketing exposures to

potential customers.

However, if we consider sales performance as a function of number of exposures  x  precision,

it is possible illustrate a major drawback of volume-based marketing (see Figure 1). For

example, if a firm does a marketing campaign with 10 000 exposures and it results in 100

actual sales, we can calculate the precision as 1 %. The volume-based marketing approach

suggests that sales can be increased by increasing the number of exposures, and if they are

doubled with the same precision, then sales will also double.

Figure 1:
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What is not being recognized by this “the more, the better” reasoning is the number of rejected

exposures. In our initial example, the 10 000 exposures resulted in 9 900 rejections by

potential customers. Many of these rejections can be due to temporary lack of attention among

customers that the volume-based approach can simply solve by repeating the exposure more

times. However, it is a serious mistake to underestimate most customers as mindless recipients

of marketing information that sooner or later will accept if bombarded sufficiently many times.

Customers are likely to make more or less conscious choices to disregard marketing

exposures. If rejected exposures are repeated, they may react in the opposite way of getting

increasingly bored, bothered, or otherwise negative towards the offered products. The adage

“first impressions last” makes the case for getting it as right as possible the first time. Thus,

rather than the volume-based doubling of the rejections to 19 800, the firm can instead double

its sales by doubling its precision to 2 % while maintaining the number of exposures. This

results in 10 000 fewer rejections that then remain unfrustrated for future marketing efforts.

A precision-based marketing approach saves both exposure costs and the uphill battle of

turning around initial rejections among potential customers. These benefits can make it

worthwhile to pursue even higher degrees of precision, since this can result in even greater



sales increases with even less exposure costs and less rejections (e.g., merely 5 000 exposures

with 10 % precision result in 500 sales and only 4 500 rejections).

The dark side of volume-based marketing indicates that firms risk spending excessive amounts

for marketing exposure that may do more long-term damage by frustrating potential future

customers with poor precision than the short-term gains of increased sales. While markets

were expanding, the drawbacks of mass-marketing were less apparent. As markets begin to

stagnate, potential customers are becoming a scarce resource. Hence, we suggest that the new

information technology developments should be utilized for increasing the precision of market

offerings rather than for merely increasing the number of exposures.

Marketing Precision through Product Development and Market Communication

Marketing precision involves two fundamental dimensions: what is offered to the potential

customer and how this offer is presented. Figure 2 displays the interaction between these two

dimensions that is crucial for achieving high-probability sales. First, the offered product (being

a good and/or service) can either fit or not fit the demand of the customer. In other words, to

what extent does the offering correspond to what the customer needs and wants. Second, this

offering can be presented in such a way that it either fits or does not fit the customer. The key

question here is how well is the product communicated to the prospective customer so that

s/he understands and appreciates the offering.

These two dimensions represents what can go right or wrong when marketing a product. The

highest sales probability or precision is when both the offering and the way it is presented fit

the customer. However, it is sufficient that one of these dimensions goes wrong for the sale to

be missed. On the one hand, if the offering does not fit the demand, the customer is not likely

to buy it (unless s/he is mislead to believe that it does fit, which will merely result in

dissatisfaction, defection, and bad will). On the other hand, if the offering is presented in such a

way that the customer does not understand and like it, then not even the most fitting product is

likely to be bought.

Figure 2:
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If one only considers one of these dimensions, there is a high risk that a sales analysis will

result in a too limited attribution of made sales and, more importantly, wrong explanations of

missed sales. A product-oriented analysis will attribute made sales to effective product

development and more or less neglect the equally necessary market communication. It will also

arrive at the need of further product development to solve missed sales, even if it may only be a

problem of deficient presentation of a product that actually suits the customer. Similarly, a

presentation-oriented analysis will attribute made sales to effective market communication and,

in turn, neglect the product fit. It will also explain missed sales as a communication problem,

even though it may be a great presentation of an offering that simply does not fit the customer.

By addressing both dimensions simultaneously, a company can increase its marketing precision

through identifying if only one or both need further improvements. Having already created a

suitable offering, missed sales become high market communication opportunities for presenting

it in an equally suitable way. Having instead already achieved an effective presentation, missed

sales become high product development opportunities for creating offerings that can make

better use of the market communication abilities by fitting customer demands.

These “what” and “how” dimensions are both necessary, but individually insufficient for high-

precision marketing. In communication terms, they represent the content as well as the



marketing form (i.e., the mediating “packaging”) of marketing offerings and these both need to

match the intended customer audience. We suggest that this can be achieved through the use of

a Decision Style approach that enables the matching of offering/content and presentation/form

to the way in which the customer processes information when s/he are being exposed to as well

as actually use the product.

Marketing with the Driver Dynamic Decision Style Model

The essential dimensions of the Driver Decision Style model are powerfully useful and easily

understood (for a more detailed description, see Driver, Brousseau & Hunsaker, 1993).

Decision Styles are patterns of: (i) gathering and using information, and (ii) generating

solutions from this information. People differ in how much information we seek, and the

number of solutions we prefer when making decisions.

• When gathering/seeking information to make a decision we tend to either satisfice or

maximise. Satisficing occurs if one stops information search/use once a sufficient solution

or set of solutions is identified. Maximising occurs when ones continues to collect

information until no additional value is obtained from new information.

• When making a decision, people differ in our tendency to develop either a single solution or

a set of possible solutions. People tend either to push to find one solution or we tend to

push to find multiple solutions. Single solution tendencies are considered Unifocus and

multiple solution tendencies are considered Multifocused.

Combining these two dimensions (information use and “solution“ focus) creates four basic

decision styles -- Decisive, Flexible, Hierarchic, Integrative. The four basic styles are displayed

below in Figure 3. You will notice a fifth decision style in Figure 3 - the Systemic style.

Systemic style has emerged as a unique decision-making style combining aspects of the

Integrative and Hierarchic styles. The systemic style has emerged empirically in research over

the past 20 years.

Figure 3: Decision Style Matrix



From a marketing point of view, it becomes essential to accommodate the way in which

customers process information, that is, their decision styles with both matching product

offerings and market communication. Thus, style accommodation is important for not only

influencing the actual purchasing decision of the customer, but also for the continued satisfying

use of the product. For example, a Decisive customer is likely to view a robust product that is

fast and easy to use with short instructions as being of high quality. An Integrative customer

might instead consider more innovative and complex products with multiple uses and extensive

documentation to meet her/his quality criteria.

The presentation of the offering will also vary in terms of how much information and how

many alternatives that are provided. Hence, Decision Styles constitute also a logic for adapting

the market communication in such ways that a specific customer feels that s/he is getting the

right amount of information and alternatives instead of too little or too much.

Standardized product development as well as uniform mass-marketing run the risk of

producing many more losers/misses than winners/hits. That is, by selecting just one type of

information characteristic of the offering and presentation, it will tend at best to fit just one of

the Decision Styles while the others will consider the marketing as more or less wrong. At

worst, not even the offering and presentation may match, such as a Flexible product that is

communicated in a Hierarchic manner. In that case, Flexible customers would probably have

liked the product, but is turned off by the detailed and rigid presentation. Conversely, the

Hierarchic customer who appreciates such market communication would not be satisfied with

something that s/he considers to be a ”flimsy”, short-lasting, and faddish offering. What
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appears ”flimsy” or ”faddish” to a hierarchic may likely appeal to the Flexible as being

”innovative and new, not faddish, and appropriately designed to meet needs of the moment,

not short-lived or flimsy.”

Customer style accommodation can be achieved in two major ways depending on the type of

customer (see Figure 4). Industrial and other business-to-business customers are relatively few

and often representing long-lasting and very valuable business relationships for the supplier.

Here personal relationships between sales persons and the business customers are typically

developed. Thus, it is possible for the sales persons, given certain training and support systems,

to develop customer relationships in such ways that they accommodate the individual customer

styles. This personal approach to style accommodation can be called sales partnering or inter-

personalization.

Figure 4:
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Such an approach is not feasible in mass-customer industries with hundred of thousands of

household customers, such as utilities. Here, some kind of automation is required to make

mass-personalization economical. Ongoing research on how this can be achieved through

designing interactive market learning systems of Decision Style-accommodating customer

interfaces is reported elsewhere in the DA/DSM proceedings (Larsson, Sweet &

Baderschneider, 1997; Passby, 1997; Sweet, 1997; Sweet, Brousseau & Bigliari, 1997).



Preliminary Findings on Power Preferences and Decision Styles

During the last year has some empirical studies been done about utility services and decision

styles. It has been a small pilot study with 39 residential customers as respondents. The focus

group technique was used. The respondents were divided in five groups with about eight

persons in each, after their most dominating decision style, earlier assessed in a questionnaire.

During the study the respondents had to read a future scenario about electricity services and

how to use them at home in the future. The discussion afterwards was about which preferences

they have for different services and what key factors their decisions was built upon. Two

factors became very important, the complexity in the package of services ( the horizontal axis

in Figure 5) and who is going to have the control over, for example, home automation systems

(the vertical axis in Figure 5). As the figure shows, it was a clear division between the five style

groups, but fairly small differences within the groups (the varying width of the ellipses illustrate

the standard deviations of the respective groups’ responses regarding amount of new services

and division of control between customer and supplier).

Figure 5:
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The letters within the ellipses stand for the five decision styles (D= Decisive, F=Flexible,
H=Hierarchic, I=Integrative, and S=Systemic, see Figure 3 ).



The two satisfizing groups (Decisive and Flexible) were interested in fewer new services in

contrast to two of the maximizing groups (Hierarchic and especially Integrative). Furthermore,

the two unifocus groups (Decisive and Hierarchic) were more reluctant to let the supplier

control the power system than the two multifocus groups (Integrative and especially Flexible).

Thus, it seems like the two basic dimensions of the Decision Style model (information use and

solution focus) are closely related to important dimension of utility service design and

marketing. This preliminary result indicates that the Decision Styles can be a powerful tool for

segmentation and high-precision marketing, especially in industries such as this with a wide

variety of customers.
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